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NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
The UDFO5 Follow-up of the HUDF: I. The Faint-End Slope of 
the Lyman-Break Galaxy Population at x N 5 
l i e  present the UDF05 project., a HST Large Program of deep ACS (FGOGTIT, 
F775\Ti, FS50LP) and NIChdOS (FllOTV, FlGOTlli) imaging of three fields, two of 
xvhicl~ coincide with the NICP1-4 NICMOS parallel observations of the Hubble 
Ultra Deep Field (HUDF). In this first paper we use t . 1 ~  ACS data for the NICP12 
field, as well as the original HUDF ACS data, to measure the UV Luminosity 
Function (LF) of x ,-., 5 Ljrman Break Galaxies (LEGS) domrn to very fa.int levels. 
Specifically, based on a I f - i ,  .i -2 selection crit-erion, we identify a sample of 101 
and 133 candidate z N 5 galaxies down to 2850 = 28.5 and 29.25 inagriitudes in t i l e  
KICP12 field and in the HUDF, respectiveljr. Using an extensive set of Monte 
Carlo simula.tions we derive corrections for observa~t,ioiial biases and select,ion 
effects, and construct t,he rest-frame 1400 f i  LBG LF over the range i%flrlO0 = 
[-22.2? -17.11, i.e. down to N 0.04 L,: at  z = 5. We showr that: (i) DifTerent, 
assulnpt,ions for t,l~e SED ctist,ribution of the LBG popula,tion, dust propert,ies ilnd 
intergalactic absorption result in a 25% variation in the number density of LBGs 
at x = 5 (ii) Under consist,ent assumpt,ions for dust properties and i~ztergalnctic 
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absorption, the HUDF is about 30% under-dense in x = 5 LBGs relative to  the 
NICP12 field, a variation which is well explained by cosmic variance; (iii) The 
faint-end slope of the LF is independent of the specific as~uinpt~ions for tlie input. 
pliysical para.meters, and ha,s a value of a - -1.6, similar to  the faint,-end slope of 
t,he LF that has been measured for LBGs at  x = 3 and x = 6. Our study therefore 
supports no variation in the faint-end of the LBG LF over the whole redshift 
range x = 3 to x = 6. The compa,rison with theoretical predictions suggests that 
(a,) t,he majority of the stars in the z = 5 LBG population are produced with 
a Top-Heavy IMF in merger-driven st,arburst,s, and that (b) possibly, either the 
fraction of stellar mass produced im starburst, or the fraction of high mass stars 
in the bursts is increased towards the bright end of the LF. 
Subject head?;n,gs: High Redshift Galaxies - L,ymaii-Break Galaaxies - Reionization 
- Galaxy Forma,tion - Galaxy Evolution - Cold Daxk Ma.tter 
Deep imaging wit11 tlie Ad~~ranced Caniera for Surveys (ACS) a.nd the NICMOS camera 
oii1,o;xrd the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) has beell instrumeiit.al in pushing the study of 
gillaxry; polx~lat~ioiis out to the reionization frontier of x G and beyond. The development 
of tilt: JJg;ma.n Break technique has beell a milestone for tlie st,udy of high redshift galajxies, 
RS it i~11o~vs to identify, from broad-band photometry alone, large numbers of star-forming 
hut ot,ller~~rise ilorrnal gala,xies a t  early epochs: star forming galaxies a t  a given high redshift, 
arc identified from the drop in flux of, typically, 1-2 magnitudes, bluewsrd of the detection 
passlxnd, caused by the Lyman collt,iliuum break and the Lyman series blanketing induced 
by iniergala,ctic neutral hydrogen clouds. TVllile the conceptual idea was essentially ~vorlced 
out  already 30 years ago (Meier 1976), it is only in the 1990's that progress ill instruri~eiit,a,tion 
lias iiinde it. possible to identify high-l-z galaxies using this technique je.g. Guliat hakurta et al. 
1990; Steidel Xc: Hamilton 1992). Several spectroscopic follo~v-on studies of LEG candida.tes 
ha\-e proveren the high efficiency and reliability of the Lyman Break teclzilique iil identifying 
:;alasies at early epochs (e.g. Steidel et al. 1999; Vanzella et al. 2006; Malhotra et al. 2005). 
Despite the availability of large samples of high redshift galaxies with lo~v contamina,tion 
Yroxn int.erlopers, the derivation of a Lumi11osit.y Function (LF), and particularly of its faint,- 
end slope, remains difficult on account of the small volume probed by currently asrailable 
nli-r;i deep surveys such as the Hubble Ultra Deep Field (HUDF; Beckwith et al. 2006), and 
hecause of the many correctiolis whicll are oft,en not svell constrained. This is illustrated by 
the large scatt.er in t,he published LF parameters t,ha,t have beell derived from the same da.t,a 
sets (e.g. Bunker et al. 2004; 17an & TVi~zdhorst 2004; Bouwens et al. 2006; Beckmit,li et al. 
2006). &,lapping the e.volution of the faint-end slope of the LF at  high redshifts reinailis a 
major goal of astrophysical cosmology, as the faint-end slope is expected to  be draina,tica.lly 
affect,ed by reionization (e.g. TYyithe & Loeb 2006), and a solid detection of a change in slope 
tvould be a smoking gun for the transit.ion betsveen a partially and a fully reionized universe. 
As highlight.ed also by e.g., Beckwith et al. (2006); one important step in order t,o improve 
t,lze sensitivity to cha,nges in the faint end slope is to derive LFs a t  different redshift in t,lle 
most homogeneous wagr, applying simiIar techniques to siiniIas data sets. 
This pa.per presents the UDF05 project, a 204-orbit HST Large Program of ultJradeep 
ACS and NICMOS observat,ions of multiple fields to  study the evolution of the faint,-end of 
the LF throughout t)he x N 4 - S redshift regime. The UDFO5 mias originally const,rilcted so 
as to observe with ACS/TVFC the two NIC&;IOS parallel fields that were acquired n-liile the 
HUDF was imaged with the ACS. These HUDF-NICMOS parallel fields (hereafter SICP1'2 
and NICP34, see Fig. I ) ,  have a total exposure of N 2 x 10" s bot,h in the F11OTV (broa.d 
J )  and FlGOTV (H) filters, and provide the deepest near-IR data available. Only rclat,ively 
shallosv ACS data were available a.t, their location, and our addit,ioizal UDF05 data for t,lzcse 
fields was aimed a t  reaching a depth in the visible comparable to  that of tlie KIC39OS 
observatioizs (see Table 1). Furthermore, the planized UDFOS pointings should havc lincl 
an orientation such t,hat,, while acquiring the ACS data for the NICP12 and NICP:34 fields. 
parallel NIChlOS observat,iolls should have been taliell for the original HUDF, so as t,o 
obtain a t,ot,al of three fields ~ v i t l ~  ultradeep imaging both in the visible and in the iicar-IR.. 
Unfortuiza.t,ely, t,he transition of HST to the two-gyro mode and t,he first failure of *4CS in 
Julie 2006 severely limited t.he nuiz~her of a~railable orbits a t  the required orieiztat,ion, so tlin,t 
the NICMOS obser~at~ions of the original ACS HUDF field ended up with only one t,lzirti of 
the exposure time originally planned. 
I11 our first utilization of the UDF05 dataset nre study the faint-end of the LF of ,z = 5 
&oo-dropout galaxies; specifically, we compare the x = 5 LF obtained from t,he ACS NICP12 
field ~ v i t h  that deri~red from the original ACS HUDF, in order t,o assess the effecks of cnsnzic 
variance on the z = 5 LF l>arameters. In Oesclz et al. (2007, in preparation) and Stiavelli 
et. a1. (2007, in preparation) we will extend our e:xploration of the realistic uncertaiizt,ies ill 
the faint'-end slope of tlze LF of Lyman Break Galaxies to the s = 6 and x > 6 uegimes, 
respectively, probing well into t,he expected reionization epoch and thlis constraiiiiiig it,s 
impas,t on galaxy for1n;ttion. 
This pa.per is stxuctured a.s follomrs. After the description of the data, correctio~is fix 
noise correlation and source detection ($2), we describe our selectioi~ criteria ($3)) and t,llr: 
simula,t,ions that were performed to est,imat,e the completeness of our source catalogs ( $ 3 ) .  
The observed surface densities are derived by including the effects of photometric errors ($5) 
aricl tlie LF is computed under different assumptions a,bout tlie underlying SED dist,ribution 
of tlie LBG population as well as different prescriptions for intergalactic hydrogen absorption 
($6). In section $7 sve present a tlieoretical estimate for the effects of cosmic x,rariance on 
our results. In section 58 we discuss the evolutioil of the faiizt-end of the LF of star forming 
galaxies in the z = 3 - 6 redshift regime, and compare our observed s = 5 LF with theoret- 
ical 1)redictions based on a standard1 A Cold Dark Matter (A-CDM) universe. Section $9 
suliil~larizes our main results and conclusions. A comparison of our LF measurements mrit.11 
published observational estimates is shown in Appendix A. 
2. Data 
The ACS VLiFC data on the HUDF are the same as described by Becksvith et al. (2006) 
a1-id incl~lde exposures in the F435T;C' (hereafter B135 ), FGOGTV (hereafter F77554i 
(hereafter 2:775)> and F850LP (l~ereaft~er zsao) filters for a total of 400 orbits. T47e used t,he 
publicljr released images without further processing. 
The UDF05 ACS TVFC data for the NICP12 field ill the F606TIS7, F775TY: and FS5OLP 
fi1t)ers amountled to a t,otal of 102 orbits; Table 1 lists the specifics of these observations. The 
center of the NICP12 field is located at RA(2000)=03:33:03.60, Dec(2000)=-27:41:01.80; 
Figure 1 sho~vs all UDF05 paintings relative to the HUDF ACS and NICMOS-para,llel dat,a. 
The UDFO5 ACS observations of the NICP12 field employ a larger dithering step than those 
adopted for the original HUDF; this choice was ma,de in order to obtain an improved sub- 
 pixel sa~npling for the NICMOS parallel data that were acquired simultaizeously, relative to 
t,he original HUDF NICMOS-parallel observations. 
The exposure tiines for tlie UDFO5 obseniations were designed so as to achieve a constant 
A4E-~ilagnit,ude pth in all filters for all fields. The individual 1200s exposures svere coinbilled 
and re-pixeled to a scale of 30 inas using the task "multidrizzle"; the task "t~i~eakshifts" 
ivi~s lised t,o optimize t,he shifts between different images. Superdarks and superhiases 'isrere 
obtained combining several hundred single frames to increase the S/N. Finally, a herringbone 
artifact was removed from the data by processi~ig t,he images with a Fourier filter, and tlie 
electronic ghost present i11 the ACS images wa,s eliminated by means of an empirical model. 
Tile model is built upon the fact tlzat, the electronic ghost of a source is located in quadrants 
clifferent from the one containing the source and on tlie f x t  t.hat ACSITVFC is r e d  out from 
'Tlironghout this paper we adopt the concordance cosmology: Riid = 0.3, Ri\ = 0.7,H0 = 70 
lirns-'hlpc-', i.e. h = 0.7. Magnitudes are gimn in the AB system (Olie & Glinn 1983). 
each corner so that if oi1e dithers a source closer to its readout corner the gliost will move 
in the opposit,e direction closer to its o ~ : n  corner. Thus, when we drizzle together a dithered 
pair of images Stre align tlie sources and smootl~ out the ghosts. Our algorithm (conceived by 
L.E. Eel-geron) is based on tlie idea of flipping each quadrant before drizzling. Tliis sim1)Ie 
step coadds the ghosts and s~nootlis out the sources and when applied iteratively with proper 
masking can be used to obtain clean images of the ghosts wliicll are then subt,ract,ed froin the 
images. These last two steps ~vere developed after the first public release of tlie UDFO5 da.ta 
(version 1, "vl"). Tlie newly processed images of t,he UDF05 that we use in our analysis 
represent an improved "version 2" (v2) of the final products. 
The PSF F\VHl.I of the UDF05 filial images are about U.'l in all passbands. 111 the 
TjDF05 NICP12 iniages, the 10 cr liinitiiig magnitudes in apertures of 0.'15 radius a.re 28.49, 
28.44, aiid 28.47 respecti~,relielg' in V&, iiS5, and zsso (see Table I ) ,  i.e. the plaiilied uliiforrn 
sensiti~it~y in all passbaiids is achieved. For tlie HUDF the B43, \'606, iii5, and 2850 10 3 
limiting magliitudes in apertures of 0'.'15 ra.dius aye 29.35, 29.81, 29.43, 25.73 re~pcct~i~~el!;. 
2.1. Noise Correlation 
A poilit, lieriiel ~vas  used for all passbands when drizzling tlie data, with the esccptiou of 
t,lie NICP12 lhioc image, for which a non-zero pixfrac liad t>o be used, as the dithering patt-ern 
was inadequate to  properly sample the pixels, i.e. for tliis band, the pixels strere not shrriilken 
to a point before drizzling to  the output frsine and, as a result, tliis image is expc:ctc:d to 
sliour a significi~lit iioise correla,t,io~i. However, the noise level measured by coiiipu'iing tile 
rms of cleaned, block a,vera.ged areas of the VCos images, or by colnputiilg the total fl~ix in 
t,lie auto-correlation peak slionrs a higller degree of correlation than the one due to tiit,l~{:~ing 
which is ~vell cliaract,erized the inodel published by Casertano et al. (2000). Moreovcir, 
some noise correlation is also measured in t,he iTi5 and Zsao iniages which were not expccted 
to have: any. Tlie uliexl3ected correlat,ed noise seen in these images is of tjlie same amplitude 
as the additional componelit seen in the image and we believe t h t  t,his residual noisc: 
correlat>ion is i~itroduced by t,he reference files (flat fields, biases, darks) and, possibij-, by 
uliresoltred 13acl;ground sources. Any featmure preseiit in a give11 pixel in the reference files 
is propaga.t,ed to a larger area. on the final science images by the adopted dithering ~;,a?-t,nrll. 
Neglect,ilig this iioise comporieiit would 1ea.d to  overestima,tiiig the depth acliie~?ed l>y tile 
obser~~atioiis; for example, in tlie NICP12 field, the noise ~~rould be underestimatecl 1)y 30% 
for galaxies with a11 a.rea of 0.3 x 0.3 arcsec2. 
Relative to our find UDFO5 iniages, the released ACS HUDF images t,liat we use in rliis 
paper are more severely affected by correlat,ed noise, due to t,he presence of the u~ir:orrcicteCl 
lierriiigbone noise and electronic ghost in ACS (as these cffccts had not been characterized 
at tlie tinie). This explains why, despite the factor of about two in exposure time, the HUDF 
z8;" image is only 0.26 mag deeper tl-la11 our NICP12 ~ 8 5 0  image. 
Tlze rlns maps produced by multidrizzle were rescaled in order to matcll the expected 
flux errors of galaxies with a measured area of 80 pixels, svhich corresponds to the median 
size of our dropout galaxies. No simple reizoi-malizatioll is optimal for a.11 source sizes. The 
adopted choice underestimates the S/N for point sources and overestimates it for sources 
that are more extended than the considered area; it provides however on average i~ll optimal 
rei~ormalization for the typical galaxies that we study in this paper. Simulations are used to 
assess proper errors as a function of the sources' physical parameters. 
2.2. Soul-ce Detection 
Source detection and photometry measureine~zts were done with tlie -software tool SEX- 
tract,or (Bertin & Arlzouts 1996), wliiclz was run in double image mode with z s 5 ~  as the 
"det,ectioli band". Despite the fact that, the images for both the HUDF aiid the NICP12 
data reached a. similar if not, deeper magnitude limit tha.n the x8jo band, the la,tt,er was 
preferred for the source detection because of the larger uncertailities in an i775-select.ed LF, 
vliiclr are driven by the redshifting of the Lya forest illto t,he passband a t  x 2 4.8, 
sigiiificantly decrea,sing the observed fluxes. 
The SExtractor paraineters were optimized so as to rna,ximize the number of det,ect,ed 
galaxics xvhile minimizing tlie number of spurious sources. For NICP12, the detect(io1i t,hresh- 
old iras set to be a minimum of 10 conilected pixels 0.55 a above the bacliground. This led 
to 5,734 otjjects xvitliin the central, highest S/N 11.9 arcmin2 of the x850 NICP12 image. 
Sili-iil;xr SExtractor configurations ret.urned 6,336 objects in the central 11.2 arcmin2 of the 
B'C'DF s s ~ o  image. 
Iii order to estima.te the contaniina~tion of spurious detections in tlie source catalogs, we 
i:leaiied tlie images from the detected sources, and reran SExtractor using t>he same configu- 
r*\,tior~ parameters on the "inverted" (i.e., multiplied by -1) images. This colitamiiiation was 
found to be 5 0.5%. A final visual inspection was performed to clean the catalogs of residual 
splrrious sources and stellar diffraction spikes. The source magnitudes were corrected for the 
small amount of Galactic extinction expected in the field, JJ(B - V) = 0.007 and 0.008 in 
SICP12 aiid HUDF, respectively (Schlegel et al. 1998). 
Colour measurements were de r i~ed  from the galaxy I S 0  magnitudes (apertures mafched 
to the detection isophotes), since these are closely mat,ched to the higher S/N parts of t.he 
objects and, as shown by our simulations (Section 4), include much less lloise than the  
SExtractor AUTO magnitudes which we use for the total magnitude of a source in the 
detection band. Tllis is especially import,ant for the very compact and faint sources that 'ile 
study in this paper. 
3 .  The Selection of x 5 Lyman-Break Galaxies 
3.1. The Color-Color Selection Criterion 
The redslzift evolut,ion of synthetic galaxy models, properly at,t,enuated by int,crga.la.ctic 
lzydrogen absorption, can be used to identify regions in a. color-color diagra.m n~hich efficiently 
disentangle galaxies in a, specific high redshift a:inclo~x: from lower-redshift int,erlopel-s. 
For t,lie identificatiol~ of a TiGO6-dropout sample (see Figure 2), this ~elect~ion ~vintloxv lias 
been opt,imized to be (see Giavalisco et al. 2004; Beckwit,li et al. 2006): 
(I) 
(2) 
i 'J ' 
\ ,J) 
Galaxies in the range z s 4.5 - 5.7 are xiell identified by this color-color criterion: I- i~o 
reliability of t,he method has been shown t,o be very efficient (.-. 90%) by sl~ectrosc-.ol)ic. 
follow-up sunregis (Thnzella, et al. 2006). 
The elimination of low redshift interlopers is fa~ilita~ted by the aailabilitj: of the BLIS 
passband for the HUDF sample. This is however not axrailable for the NICP12 dat,a. 17% 
tlzerebre used the HUDF da,ta to check the impa.ct of incl~tding or excluding the a,dclitional 
S/N(B43c)< 3 criterion that was adopted by Giavalisco et al. (2004); Beckwith et al. (200ii) 
in order to miizimize the cont>aniinafion from low-x interlopers. Only one object n:a.s rejcctctl 
from our HUDF  dropout,^ ca.t,alog on the basis of this Bds5-band constraint,. T1zereii)re: for 
uniformity with the analysis of tlze NICP12 field, for which the B435 is not itvaila.ble: we dicl 
not include any B435-band constraint in our select,ioil of the HUDF -dropouts ~ a , ~ n p l e .  
The st,ellar library of Pickles (1998) shows that stars are expected to lie ~vit,hin a very 
t ~ ~ ~ : l l  defined region in tlze Tho6 - i775, iTT5 - -7850 diagram. Indeed, the few obvious stars i11 
our field lie wit,hin this area. To furt,ller optimize the removal of stars from our cs,t,alogs: 
the SExtractor stellarity parameter was also considered. This parameter is determined by 
application of a neural net~vork a.pproach t o  estima.te the lilielihood tJlia,t a.n object is s 
~>oiiit source. However, this method is not very reliable a t  faint magnitudes, and therefore 
cnniiot be used to identify stars close to  tlie magnitude limits. Inspection of the IGos - i7i5 
vs. i775 - 2850 diagram and of the half-light radius (rl12) vs. ~ 8 5 0  diagram showed that. 
sources with stellarity > 0.85, ~ 8 5 0  < 27 and rl12 < @.'I are most likely stars in the NICP12; 
hence all such objects were excluded from our analysis. A similar criterion was applied to 
t,he HUDF for 2850 < 25. Only two and one of such sources were within our ~ / k O F - d ~ 0 p ~ ~ t  
seleci,ion window for the NICP12 aiid HUDF samples2, respectively; t,hese objects ho~vevei- 
iia,d already been visually identified as stars. Although unlikely, stars fa,inter than ~ 8 5 0  27 
and 28 may remain a (small) source of contamillation in our NICP12 and HUDF catalogs, 
respectively. 
111 Fig. 3 the e~rolutioiiary tracks of different galaxy types are sho~vii n the 
- i750 
1-ersns ~ 7 7 ~  - 2850 color-color diagram. The tracks are built using tlze population synthesis 
iiiodels of Bruzual & Charlot (2003). The at.tenuation by iiitergalactic lzydrogen causes es- 
selitii-i,lly all the galaxy types a t  red shift,^ above ~ 4 . 5  to enter tlie selectioil window. Elliptical 
galaxies a.t z - 1.5 are a source of containination iii the selection criterion due t,o their red 
colors; this containination is howe~rer expected to be small in our VFo6-dropout san~ples, given 
thti exl'ected losv surface densities of these galaxies. In fact, none of the seven spectroscopi- 
cdiy icleiltified passively evolving galaxies at x > 1.4 in the HUDF from Daddi et al. (2006) 
nwre select,ed as i~06-dropouts. 
3.2 .  Contramination from Low-R.edshift Interlopers 
TT,*e 11ase estimated the possible fsact,ion of iiiterlopers by applying our selection criterion 
of Eqs. (1)-(3) to a library of N 3000 synthetic SEDs built upon Bruzual-C'ilarlot (2003) 
models, adopting the LF derived by Steidel et al. (1999) a t  z = 3 and no e~701ution. The 
models include the effects of iiitergalactic absorption (hdadau 1995), and span a wide range 
of iiietallicities (0.04 - 2.5Z9), dust reddening, emission lines, and different star forniation 
histories. These included siinple stellar populations, inodels with contiiiuous st,ar formation 
at colistailt. metallicity, models wit,h self-consisteilt enrichinent during the continuous star 
iijrnia.tion (estimated with a closed box inodel and with a inodel with infall of zero-inetallicity 
gas). and t,wo-burst models coinbining with five diffireiit inass ratios an old (> 50 M y 4  
st,ellar population with a youizg (1 - 10 Myr) star forming population that includes self- 
consist~ent nebular line and coiitiizuum emission. For each model, versions ~rit11 a ~ l d  wit,liout, 
"11 other sources in the HUDF stellar catalog of Pirzkal et al. (2005) that n-e do not identifv as stars lie 
oirtside and very fa,r from the border of our color-color selection nindo~v. 
dust reddening were computed; eight values of reddening were implemented czssulliing a 
galactic dust screen with Av logaritl~mically spa,ced between 0.05 and 6.4. Emission lilies 
and nebular cont,inuum were comput,ed in the approximation of case-B recornbina,t,ion for 
Hydrogen and Helium, based on the ionizing flux from the stellar SED; Oxygen and Ca.rlnon 
abundances were derived from an analytical interpolatioll of a grid of calculations performod 
with the code CLOUDY (Ferland et al. 1998). Gas temperatures were derived as a lil~~ctioli 
of met,allicity. 
The re~ult~illg redsliift distribution is shown in Fig. 4. The non-uniform distribution 
of the histogram is due to SEDs that satisfy the selection criterion only for portions of t,lie 
redshift interval. For instance a 1 Gyr old solar rnet,allicity illode1 mit,h modest estinctioli 
satisfies the criterion only for x > 5.5. TVe ident,ifjr three possible classes of lo~v redsliift, 
interlopers at, x N 0.6, N 1.6, and N 3.2. They are generally very reddened SEDs ~vitli c-bitlier 
emission lines or an underlying old population. The total int,erloper fract,ion fro111 t,liesc 
object,~ is found to be 23% (17% if one considered only x < 4 as interlopers). This is only TL 
rough estimate, as it does not account for the different galaxy populations having diffevcnt- 
and possibly evolving LFs. However, previous works show that the utilizatioil of tliis 1ihr;~ug- 
overpredicts the number of interlopers (e.g. with respect to Malhotra, et al. 2005); t,lic:refore, 
t,he real fraction of interlopers is possibly smaller than our conser~iat~ive est,ima,t,e. 
4. Quantification of t h e  Catalogs' Completeness: Simulations 
The catalogs produced by SExt,ractor are subject to certain biases, mrhicll dc:pend 
strongly on the chosen paramet.ers. I11 addition to the detection settings, i.e., nuinlier of 
connected pixels and sigma-threshold above the background, the paramet,ers tha,t control 
the deblending and cleaning of sources are of part.icular importance. The correct interprcta- 
tion of the LF tohat is obtained from the SExtractor-based catalogs requires a q~snl~irat~ive: 
assessment of these biases. To this end, we performed taro independel~t sets of sinzulai-icilis: 
the first based on idealized galaxy profiles and the second on the observed galaxies t1icn-i- 
selves. The sirnula,tiolls are described i11 detail in Appendix B. Briefly: 
1. In the first set of simulatiolzs (which tve refer to as the "idealized-galaxies" simulii,tions). 
we constructed aa  ext.ensive set of exponential- and deVaucouleur-profile gal~xies: that 
were appropriat.ely PSF-colivoltred and insert.ed at, random positions into the NICP12 
and HUDF images. SExtractor was the11 re-run with identical parameters as for the 
compilation of the original data, catalogs, and the resulting object catalogs were 1rsc:d 
to identify detected, undetect,ed or blended sources. 
2. In the second set of siinulations (which we refer to as the "dimmed-galaxies'; simula- 
t,ioizs), we generated a set of Oest images by co-a,dding to each original ima,ge a, copy of 
itself, shifted by a fen; pixels and dimmed by a given amount. The composite images 
were rescaled to the S /N of the original image, and SExtractor mTas run on these final 
t,est, images using the same parameters as for the extra,ction of the original data cats,- 
logs. This second set of simulations provides a complementary analysis to the above, 
a,s it offers the advantage of working with real rather than idealized galaxies, and does 
not depend 011 uncertainties ill the adopted PSF. 
4.1. Input versus Output Properties 
A problem in establishing the conzpleteizess of the source ca,talogs is that the true mag- 
nit,udes of the sources are expected to be typically brighter tlzan the measured ones, due to 
losses of flux froin the wings of the gala,xy light distribution. Sirialzizi et al. (2005) measured 
the fiux losses for point-sources in the ACS camera filterbands and found that they strongly. 
depend on the SED of the source, due to a stronger ~ca~ttering halo of the PSF at longer 
n.a~.elengt,hs. Those authors find offsets of 0.1 inag for and if75, respectively, aiid 
-- 0.1,; mag for 2850 in apertures of radius 0.4". To take illto a.ccount the extended nature of 
our cn.talog objects, we used our t .~ io  sets of sii~iulations to characterize the relat,ioiz between 
iiiput (true) parameters and output (measured) quantities. 
Idealized deVa.ucouleur- and expolzeiitial-profile galaxies were generaOed with randoill 
Z S S ~  ~nagnitudes betmreeiz 24 t,o 31. Two separate sets of test.s were performed, tlze first, 
using sizes uniformly distributed in the range 0.05 t,o 0.5 arcseconds, and the second using 
sizcs distributed ailccording to a. lognorinal distribution centered a t  0.25 arcsecoizds m-iolz 
a = 0.3. The results were esseizt~ially iildependeilt of the adopt,ed input size distribution 
aiid in t,he following n7e only use the siniulatioizs with uniformly distributed input sizes. 
Ale;i,silrii.~g the source magnitudes within an elliptical aperture of 2.5 Kroiz radii (SExtract,or 
AUTO mag), compact sources were detected mritli 50% proba.bility down to 28.75 and 29 
rii;~,,gi~iitudes in the NICP12 field and in the HUDF, respectively. As expected, the det,ected 
fluxes were Dypically smaller Ohail tlze input ones. The theoretically expected flux losses for 
tlic cicVa~ucouleur and exponentia,l profiles are 9.6% and 4.0%) respectively: corresponding to 
0.11 aiid 0.04 magnitude offsets. Since, lio~vever, the Kroiz radii measured by SExtractor are 
i~lso underestimated, the offsets are expected to be even larger than those above. Indeed, in 
our siiiiulations we found a magnitude-depe~ldence for the aizzount of dimming, from - 0.3 
inag 2nd N 0.07 inag at z8,$50 = 24.25 to 0.6 and - 0.2 1na.g at ~ 8 5 0  = 28.25 for the t.nro 
kinds of profiles, respectively. 
14% also used the dimmed-galaxies sinlulations to  obtain an indepeildent estiil-iat'e. 111 
this case, the differences betvrreen dimmed and origi.na1 magnitJude are expected to be sma11i:r 
t ,l~an in tlle case of idealized galaxies. The offset was indeed marginally smaller than for t,be 
expoiieiitial-profile idealized galaxies, i.e., in the range Amag Y 0.04 - 0.12. 
For very compact galaxies (rlla 5 gf15), the measured sizes were generally overpredict,ccl 
due to  PSF blurring, while the opposite wa.s true for larger objects. These biases silowed a 
strong dependence on magnit,ude. Tlze faintest idealized deVaucouleur galaxies were t,ypically 
measured to have r lp N U.'l (i.e. to be unresols~ed at tlze resolution of the HST), indepencic.lzt 
of their original size. This offers a challenge for studyiilg the size e~rolution of LEGS wit11 
redshift. 
Furthermore, since we ineasure tlze colors by reljriiig on the SExt,rac:t,or dual-image i-iloilc, 
i.e. using the 2850 detection a.pertures, it is not aclequat,e to apply a consta.nt offset tao tlie 
and iii5 magnitudes. The color measurements depend in fact on the z~~~ fllix as n-ell as 
on the intrinsic color. Both the iiTs - 2850 and the ITco6 - 'L775 colors are affected ill srrch a 
way t , l~at  red sources have even redder, and blue sources even bluer, measured color-s. This 
is not. including the dependence of the PSF halo on the color. 
I11 the light of these complex and uiicertai~i corrections for dinlining effects, n.e chose 
not to implement any correction to the iiieasured catalog ma.gnit~uc1es. Thus, we note that 
olir magnitade measurements might he underest~inzated by an amount, as estiinat,e:d fr(ili1 
our t,ests, of up to  about 0.2 rna,gnitudes. 
4.2. Detection Completeness 
There are two possible reasons why galaxies could be inissing from our cat,alogs. First. 
a. galaxy might not be det,ected due to a too 1ow.surface briglzt,ness; second, it c:olrld get 
blended together with ailot,ller source and prodi~ce a false ca.talog entry. Tlzese t.c??o c:R(:c:~,s 
axe stroiigljr dependent on the SExt,ract,or parainet.ers. 
T41ie used both the idea.lized-galaxies and dimmed-galaxies simula.tions t,o est8iina.t,e t,l!e 
strengt,li of t,liese effects in our catalogs and final samples of lf606-dropout galaxies. Specifi- 
cally: (a) 1Ve associated idealized-galaxies with similar out,put (SExtractor) mngnitudcs a,nd 
sizes t,o real galaxies randonzly selected from our original catalog. 1% then est,ima.t,ed tlic 
coinpleteizess corre~t~ions for ei~ch magnitude bin by comparing the number of sources in each 
bin of SExtra.ctor magnitucte witJlz the t,ot,al number of idealized-galaxies of diRereiit iiiliut 
(i.e., t,lzeoretical) rnagizitudes and sizes that coiitribut,ed to t11a.t specific bin of output mag- 
nitude. (b) Using the dir~inzed-galaxies siniulations, we coinputed tlze inagnit,ude-dppeiidt'nt 
completeness correctiolis by re-scaling the nurnber of galaxies in each bill of output mag- 
nitude (i.e., recovered for the dimmed galaxies by SExtractor) to the number of sources of 
different. input magnitudes (i.e., the theoretical values of the dimmed magnitudes) tlmt con- 
ti.ii.)ut,c:d to that specific bin of out,put magnitude. Figure 5 shows the results of our tests. For 
both fields, the two independent estirnat,es for the complete~iess in our samples, derived from 
?;he idealized- and dimmed-galaxies simulations, are in good agreement. At t,he inagizitude 
Iiniits of our selections, the NICP12 and HUDF catalogs are expected to be about. 65% and 
50% complete, respectively. 
Tile probability that a given source is blended by SExtractor with another object de- 
pends or1 the magnitude of the source. In our simulation tests, when the SExtractor de- 
tection blended a simulated source with a real galaxy, we co~zsidered the simulated object 
21s 21 detection 117hen this wa,s brighter than the original gi~1l;u;y Figure 5 also includes tlie 
incompleteness due to source blending; this is the reason wlzy even our bright,est sources are 
only complete a t  the 95% level. 
5. Number of lf~06-dropout Sources 
The application of the selection color windom? discussed above to our NICP12 and HUDF 
ciliislogs dowli to 25.5 and 29.25 magnitudes (mritli a SIN > 6 cut) produces a total of 101 and 
13 :~  J ; ~ n d i d a t e  -. z - 5 LBGs, respectively. Note that for sources whose IS0  fluxes were 
fai11t~c.r than their 2o-errors, we replaced the ~~ieasured l'iO6 fluxes with the corresponding 20 
va.111~~: in order t,o get a, reliable lower limit on their - i775 color. 
A 11ootst.rapping technique svas applied to estimate the impact of plzotometric sci~tter 
arid tlle eflect. of the bilnliilg in 0.5 mag bins 011 t,lie select,ed number of &06-dropout sources; 
objects in our catalog were assigned photometric errors derived from the simulatio~zs a,ccord- 
ing t,o their total magnitudes and IS0 colors, before the selection of V606-dropout, sources 
n-as repeated. 
Tlxe idealized-galaxies sirnulatioiis were used to estirnat,e the fraction of interlopers f int ,  
i.e. the fraction of sources that were included in x = 5 L,BG sample ~vitli an expected 
intxinsic color that does not match the selection; the j,i,,,t value was used to  correct the 
clet,ect,ed number of LBGs so as to take into a.ccount t,lzis cont,amillat,ion by interlopers. The 
det,ect,ed and corrected ~lunzbers of LBGs in the different bins of magnitudes for bot,h Dlze 
NICP12 arid the HUDF are listed in Table 2, together with the applied correctioizs. 
Tests smiere perfornled to ensure tlmt tlze final liulnber of sources in tlze LBG catalogs were 
indepenclent of the adoption of the 20 Tho6 flux limits for faint Kio6 SOUI-ces. In particular! the 
calculations were repea.t>ed adopting lo and 30 limits for the flux substitutions; 110 significant 
differences were found ill the final LFs, as the probabilitj: of selecting a. galaxy a t  any given 
redshift changed accordingly (see next section). 
6. The Luminosity Function of x = 5 Lyman-Break Galaxies 
The UV-coiztinuum LF was derived from a nzaximuin likelihood fit of a Sclzecht~er (1976) 
filnction to the observed numbers of f/606-dropout galaxies in bins of apparent magnitutlcs, 
ATi, urith: 
/om d z g  Lu d i n  p ( m ,  x)O(M(m, 4 ;  O*? AL? 4 
Here ml aiid m ,  are the lower aiid upper bounds of the i-th magnitude bin, ceiit,rcd 
around ,mi. The factor p(n?,, z)  is the probabilit,~ that a gala.xy wit,h inagizitude .n?, at uedsliiti- 
a is detected and selected to be a z = 5 L,BG. 
-411 "effecti~re volume" ('I&) t,eclznique \?:as also used to compute the st.epwise LF in bills 
of absolute nzagizit.ude under the a.ssumptioiz that ,tr\4(n?,, x) is slowly-varying wit11 redshift-'. 
i.e.: 
Over the redshift range of interest, x = 4.5 - 5.7, the absolute magnitude a,t any givc:ri 
apparent brightness changes by about 0.5 magnitudes, i.e., an ainouizt co~-npara.ble -ivitli tlic. 
size of our inagizit,ude hills; the resulting LF is t,h~is generally less rohust?than thc o ~ i e  
coiiiputed using Eq. 4. 
In order to properly coilstrain the wlue of M, in our best fit Schechter functioii, m:e adopt 
this version of our LF for matching it to the Yosliida et al. (2006) data which consiraineci 
the z = 5 LF at bright ina,gnitudes in tlze Subaru Deep Field (SDF) (see Section 6.2j. 
"ate t,hat the situation would he exacerba,ted for an i.775-selected (rather than y j o  -selected) I';,cti,- 
dropout sample, since the differences in ahsolute magnitude over the same redsluft rmge could he ilp t;o -2 
magnitudes, i.e., lliucll larger than the size of the bins, due to int,ergalactic Lyu &sorption. 
The K-corrections required to  transform the observed nmgnitudes into rest.-frame 1400 
-4 abso1ut.e magnitudes, fll(m, x), were computed assuiniizg a 200 Myr old, continuously 
soarforming galaxy templa,te, reddened by E (B - V) = 0.15 wit.11 a CalzetOi et al. (2000) dust, 
extili~t~ion relation (hereafter referred to as " starburst" dust estinction). The differences in 
the K-correct,ions for alternative reasoliable assumptions on the stella,r population properties, 
iiiclutling significantly younger stellar populations, were checked and found to be negligible 
(5 0.05 ma.g). 
The probability that, a galaxy with magnitude m, at redshift x is detected and selected 
to be a x = 5 LBG can be decomposed into the product of two components, i.e., the 
counplet,eiiess-probshility C(,m) and t,he selection-probability S(m, z),  i.e. p(m, x)  (7(1n) . 
S(?n: x). 1% discuss this in d e t d  lbelom. 
6.1. The Selectioli Probability S tm,  z) 
Tlle selection-probability as a function of magnitude and redshift tvas coinputed includ- 
ing t1lie scatter in the photometry, which was derived from our simulations, and replacing with 
the 2 - a flux value the VG06 magnit,udes fainter than this limit. The input assumptions for 
tile distribution of SEDs i11 the \&06-dropout popula,tiioi were based on the findings of Steidel 
et al. (1999). These authors inferred a di~t~ributioil of spectral slopes from their sa.mple of 
spectroscopically-coilfirined x N 3 LEGS by assuniing a 1 Gyr old, continuously starforining 
galas?; SED with varying dust content according to the stztrburst dust extinct.ion relation 
(see adso Adelberger X: St,eideI 2000). The E(B - V) distribution was found to be roughly 
~~ppmxiilia~t'ced by a Gaussian with a median of 0.13 and a n = 0.12. Note that this results 
ill a siriall fract,ion of the gala,xy population which is fitt,ed by non-physical, negative values 
of E(i3 - V); this might iiidica.t,e the presence of strong Lya eliiission for some galaxies. 
Sev-er-t,heless, this "effective" distrib~lt~ion of E(B - V )  is in good agreement with tshe typical 
tlnst i~tt,enuat,i'on values found by Papovicli et al. (2001), svho used synthetic SED fitting t,o 
z -- 3 L,BGs t,o infer the properties of these galaxies. Since a11 age of 1 Gyr might be too old 
for z - 5 g~laxies, we used similar lnodels with a 200 Myr old, constaiitly starforming SED 
(Bruzual & Cliarlot 2003). The selection probability was found to be virtually independent 
of the assumed stellar age; this is understandable in the light of the dominant coiitribiltion 
frorn the youngest stellar populat,ions to t.he UV emission. 
To explore the effects of different assiunptions for the interga.lactic hydrogen absorption, 
the SEDs were a,t,tenuated according t o  t,he calc~lat~ions of both Ma.dau (1995) and AiZeiksin 
(2006). In the latter case, the selection probabilities are sligl~tly reduced, as a. consequence 
of t,he smaller att,enua,tion and thus smaller reddening of t,he SEDs. 
'\fin7e estimated the impact on the selection probabilit,y of assuming that there axe no 
Lyman-Limit systeilzs along the line of sight attenuating the observed Vfi06 flux, a Sit,ua,t,ioi~ 
which is expected to  happen with a probability of only 6% up to  x = 5. This effect was 
found to be negligible, i.e., t,he selection probability was reduced by less thail 5% srolllld 
x N 5.2. 111 the remainder of our a,nalysis we therefore assume the estimated mean values for 
t,he int,ergala,ctic absorption. 
TVe also tested alternative di~t~ribut~ions for the UV slopes. Verma et al. (2007) used 
stellar population synthesis models to derive a,ges, masses, and dust attenuat,ioi~ properties of 
s -- 5 LBGs. Using the Small X4agellanic Cloud (Sh4C) dust extiizction law, both Papovich et 
al. (2001) and Tiernla et al. (2007) find that the typical UV attenuatioiz is smaller than in t,he 
case of the starhurst extinction lasv. The exact values some~rhat depencl on the rnetjallicities 
and Initial Mass Functions (IMFs). To estimate the selection probability, m:e adopt,cd a 100 
Myr old, continuouslg: starforming template reddened by a Gaussian dist,ribut.ion of E(.B- V )  
with mean= 0.05 and a = 0.04, which is a.pproxirnately in agreenlent with the distr ibutiol~~ 
found by Payovich et al. aad Verlns and collaborators. Also in this case we explored t,lie 
effects of changing the prescriptions for tlie hydrogen intergalactic a.bsorpt,ion. Differe11c:cs 
of ordcr 10% or less were found with respect to the previous estiina,tes. 
The selection probabilities for the NICP12 field, as derived under the various tiiffeuelit 
assulizpt,ioi~s, are sho~vn in Fig. 6 for a bright and a faint magnitude bin. Ill general. 
since the int,ergalac:tic absorption relation derived by h4eiksin (2006) is srnaller than the 
corresponding calculation of Ma.dau (1995), galaxies are less reddened assuming t.hr: for1l1c.r 
prescription consequent,l;75 a.t, any redshift of interest,, they lie closer to the boundaries of o l ~ r  
color selection. This leads t o  a reduced probability that they are selected as LBG candidates. 
The eEect is exacerbated wllen the SA?C extinctioil l a~v  is assumed: a considerable drop in 
the redshift distribution is expect,ed around x -- 5.3, and the lower limit for the select,ioxl- 
redshift is slightly increased. Notme that the adoption of the 2-a lo'iver limit for the I!'iioc; fluxcis 
leads t,o a considerably different redshift windonr for the fa,inter ma,gnitude bin: t,he r~cldcst, 
highcst-redshift objects are not detected. Furthermore, due to the larger phot,olnet,ric scatl-c.r 
a t  fainter magnitudes, the redshift select,iori smears out to srtbstantially lower redsl~ifl:~, doxvn 
to x -- 4. Note that Inre have not applied any correction for incompleteness in these plots; 
therefore, the drop in selection probability at, fainter magnitudes that is observable in tile 
Figure is exclusively due tlo the errors i11 the color measurements. Sinlilar results bold for 
the HUDF, for which ho-vi~e~rer the selection probabilities are somewhat larger, di le t'o t,hc 
smaller uncertadnties in the color nzeasurements (see bottom panel of Fig. 6). 
6.2. The Impact of Different Physical Assumptions on the L F  
,'is we discuss below, different assumptions for pllysical input parameters such as t,he 
tiust extinction law and the hydrogen intergalactic absorption rela,tion have a lion-negligible 
impact on key quantities such as the effective volume and thus the average luminosity den- 
sity. It is thus of paramount importance that LFs derived from different data sets are first, 
rescsied to  identical assumptions for SED dist.ributions, dust properties and intergalactic 
extinction, before they can be compared t,o study any possible evolutionary effect in tlie 
galasy populations. In our malysis ive adopt the Mada.u (1995) and staxburst relations a.s 
our "fiducial" assumptions for the hydrogen absorption and dust extinction, respectively, as 
these are widely used in most previous works and allo~v for a direct comparison wit,h the 
published results. ?Ve explore however below the effects on the LF parameters of varying 
this ~ssuniptions. 
Our pencil-beam observakions do not properly constrain the value of lVf* in the LF: 
given the rarity of very bright objects, the sinall volumes probed by the NICP12 field and 
the HUDF are not sufficient to adequately sample the knee of the Schechter function. We 
tlicrefore rely on the SDF x = 5 LF of l'oshida et al. (2006; see also Appendix A.1) to 
coilst,rain the bright-end of our VeE LF. These anthors used similar fiducial ass~mpt~ions for 
the int,ergala,ctic absorption and dust extinction relations, and similar techniq~~es to correct 
for ttie obser-cratioizal biases, to those t l ~ a t  we adopt in this paper. 
Tlie SDF LF is based on tlie Ri'z' SUBARU filters, and is sensitive to a redshift window 
t l l~ t ,  is only slightly izarroxver than that of our d a t a  it reaches dosvn to x' = 26 mag, i.e., - 3 
rriagnitudes brigliter than our nzeasurements. In combining the SDF and NICP12/HUDF 
kFs, we neglected small K-corrections from 1500 A to 1400 A; the I/,rr SDF LF nicely ~nat,ches 
our 'Lif NICP12 LF in the region of overlap. The total ViFE LF, that merges tlie SDF estimate 
with our NICP12 and HUDF LFs, spans over the 5-ma.gnitudes range 1141400 = [-22.2, -17.11 
(Figure 7). 
Xclopting the completeness corrections derived from the idealized-galaxies simulations, 
t i le :  lo~vest X< best fit of a Schecht,er function to t,lie total LF provides the follo~ving 
+0.10 parsii?eters: 4, = 0.9?::;. lO-"i\llpc-hag-l, M* = -20.7~f:::: mag, a = -1.54-o,,o (see 
Figure 7 and Table 4). As expected, the value of ill* is largely influenced by the SDF 
LF: while the slope a is constrained by our fainter data. The adopt,ion of the coinpleteness 
c;orrections derived from t.he dimmed-ga1ar;ies simula.tions, and of different SED distributions, 
dust extinction laws and intergalactic absorption prescriptions, has no sigiiifica.nt impact on 
t811is result,. 
In particular, all tests performed by varying these quantities, independent of whether 
t,hey include one or both of our tmro deep fields, return a value of Ad* that, within the errors: 
is colzsist~eizt with Jd* = -20.7. We therefore fixed A&* t o  this value in order t,o highligl~t the 
effects of varying the input physical parameters on the LF computed a,ccording to  Eq. (4) 
for the HUDF and NICP12 only. 
The results obtained with fixing the value of Ad* = -20.7 and not using the SDF for 
the fits are listed in Table 3. Only marginal differences are generally observed: ~ i t h i i i  
the errors, the derived 11aramet.ers are consisteilt with each other. Note hourever that tlie 
average luminosity density increases by about 20-30% mrhen the IfGOG-dropout 1)opulatiori is 
described by the SMC dust ext,inct,ion law and the Meiksin intergalactic a,bsorpt,ion rela.tion, 
relative to the more ~videly used combination of prescriptions which we have adopted as our 
fidlicial model. This is due t,o a, change of a similar order of magnit,ude in the rcsultiilg 
effective volumes. We not,e that the uiicertainties in the completeness, esti1na;ted fro111 our 
txvo complementary sets of simulations, have a compa.rahlj~ small efTect on the faint,-c+i!d slope 
of the LF as t,he different physical assumptions. 
7. Tlie Role of Cosmic Variance 
7.1. The Underdensity of the HUDF 
On average, independent of the assumed input parameters, the LF derived fro111 t-ilc: 
HUDF results in a. lo13rer asrerage luininosit,y densit,jr: The HUDF appears t,o be "ruidcr- 
dense" wit11 respect to  the NICP12 field (see also Fig. 7). By intxgrating the LF fro111 
Table 3 over the n~agnitude range of over1a.p betomeei~ t,he HUDF and the NICP12 fii:lil: 
i.e., Afi41,400 = [-21, -181, t,he amount of this underdensity is about 30%, indepeiident of tile 
specific input physical assumpt.ions. Alt,hough a larger number of low-redshift iliterloi3ers in 
the NICP12 sample cannot be ruled out, (a) the ho1nogeneit.y in the procedures mritl! n:l!icli 
botJli data set,s have been handled and analyzed, and (b) theoretical expectations co'nc.crni~!g 
the amount of scatter amongst ~rolumes of order of those sa,mpled with the HUDF anti 
NICP12 field, both support the interpretat,ion that the under-density in z N 5 LBG of t!ic 
HUDF has a phjrsical origin. Note that., in their analysis of the 1:-dropouts pop:lln.?-,ioli, 
Bouwens et al. (2006) find the HUDF under-dense a,t the bright end, also by about - 30(;i;': 
rel&ive to trhe GOODS field. Thus, it a.ppears that the N 30% under-density of the HUDF 
extends at, least over the ~roh~me encompassing the entire x = 4.5 - 6.5 epoch. 
7 . 2 .  Quantification of Cosmic Variance Effects i n  O u r  S t u d y  
In order to estimate the impact of cosmic varia.nce on our ineasuremel~ts, we use a 
512"-psrticles, dark-matter-only cosmological sin~ulation in a box of 100Mpc/h, side? tha.t, 
results in a particle mass of 5 . 1OXiWQ/h. Simple prescriptions to  populate the dark matter 
llalos with luminous galaxies, and a realistic beam-tracing algorithm were used to study the 
field-to-field variations in the number counts of star forming galaies at the epoch of interest,. 
The nuinerical silnulation was carried out with the public Phf-Tree code Gadget-2 
(Springel 2005) a.dopt,ing a as = 0.75 value. The initial conditions were genera.t,ed using a 
(:ode l~ased on the Grafic algorithm (Bertschinger 2001) wit,h a ACDM transfer function coin- 
p~lted sccording to  the fit of Eisenstein Pi Hu (1999), and assuming a spectral index n = 1. 
Dark matter halos were identified in the simulations snapshots using the HOP halo finder 
(Eiscr:st,ein & Hut 1998); t,he redshift interval 4.5 - 6 was sampled in steps of Ax = 0.125. 
Tllc simulation reproduces a volume about 73 tiines larger than the effective volume probed 
I137 each of our two fields for the V-dropouts population (= 5.7 x 5.7 x 420(Mpc/h)"). 
Source catalogs were constructed for each snapshot, and ana,lyzed with our beam-t,rxer 
aigoritilm. ~ ~ ~ h i c h  is similar to the one described i11 Kitzbichler Pi TVhite (2006). TVe present. 
t,he details of the beam-tracer algorit,hm in Treriti Pi SDias7c:lli (2007). In brief, the pencil 
i>ealil associa,ted with the ACS field of view is traced through the siinulation box across 
rile different snapshots of increasing redshift. As the uiicertaint,?; in the V-dropout redshifts 
is larger than the size of t,he simulation box, the simulat,ion box needs to be beam-txaced 
sieveral times. TVe carried out 4000 hiIonte Carlo realizations of the beam-tracing procedure 
1)y \.ar!;iiig the initial position of the beam; the beam was always angled so as to gnaril.nt,ee 
no ovc:rlap het.ween diEerent beam-tracing runs. 
Dark matter halos n~ithin a beam were flagged, and a simple model wa,s used to det,ermiiie 
t,iie ri:~mher of Ti-dropouts within a, flagged halo. I11 particular, t,he intrinsic number of 
galaxies s.ias computed using the halo occupation niodel description; this gives an average 
occupation number (T.\?echsler et a.1. 2001): 
where O(x) is the Heaviside step function, A&,,, is a minilnuin halo mass threshold, iltl. 
is tlie typical scale where ~nultiple galaxies are present within tlie same halo, and a > 0 is of 
order unity. If 1 Y t  > Air,,,,, in addition to the one gala,xy at the center of a halo, a suitable 
~imnber of compainioa galaxies is extra,cted from a Poisson distribution wiDh rnean (Ad/Jdl)a. 
X frax:tsion 71 of the total gala,xies ill each halo is finally identified a,s V-dropouts, so as t,o 
take into account that V-dropouts may be det,ected for 0111~~ a limited period dllriiig tl1~11 
evolution. 
The results for different choices of the model parameters are reported in Fig. 8. TT% 
consider: (i) r = 1, hJl - i m  (i.e., one galaxy per halo); (ii) Q = 0.5, iWl i +m (i.e., 
one galaxy per halo wit11 0.5 detection pr~babilit~y); (iii) 77 = 1, Atl = 5 - 1O1lM3/h 81-rcj. 
a = 1. The ~mlue of A//, i ,  is liept as a free parameter and it is adjusted t,o have t,l-re saliie 
average number of counts in all three cases. Variations of are limited in tl-rc range 
J4,n,in, = 2 - 3.5 . 101OAda/h,. 
Tlie distribution of the number counts probability is very similar in the t,hrc?e ca.ses. 
and tlze field-to-field st,andard deviation is a x 25%. This is significantly larger tlian t i l e  
Poisson uncerta.int,ji of w 7% for a value of N 200 counts per field, which is about. tlzc. iimn1)c.r 
of V606-dropout counts/field that we have det,ect.ed, after correction for incoinpletJeizcss mlcl 
selectioii probability. Deperiding on the specific model, tlzere are ininor differences ill the 
computed standard deviation (AD w f 2%): for .il < 1, a smaller Mmi, is required; therefore, 
the variance decreases, as lower-mass halos become less clustered. As exl>ect.etl, t,lle lxgest 
~iariance  result,^ in t,he case of nlultiple galmy occupancy of the halos. 
Vie also co~iiput,ed the relative vvaria,t.ions in expected counts for t,~vo fields .i.i:ilicli i1.w 
separated by about w 10 arcmin, as is the case for the HUDF and t21ze NICP12 field. TTe 
find that, t,he two fields have essentially independent counts, i.e., the va,riaizce of tli~:! a.irern.gci 
nuillher of detected V-dropouts decreases by a, factor a. 
Finally it is int,erestiag to highlight that the narrow-beam geometry of our daI-,a sig~rifi- 
ca.ntly reduces the cosmic scatter wit,h respect to a similarly-sized, splierical voluilie, n-lilch 
11a.s a .ira.riance in the number counts of w 50% (see also Somerville et al. 2004). This is cil!e 
to  tlle stret,ched redshift space of the pencil beam, that probes a 'i~ariet~y of environmc:nts 1.7 
iniiiimiziiig the probability of enclosing only a large void or a rich cluster. 
8. Discussion 
Vie discuss below the implica,tions of our measurement of the faint-end of the: x = i-: 
LF of sta.r forming galaxies for tlie evolution of galaxies, in the context of current n~ocicls (if 
galaxy forma,tioiz. 
8.1. The x = 3 to 6 Evolution of the Faint-End of the LBGs Luminosity 
Function 
In order to investigate the e~rolution of the LBG LF over cosmic time, we use t,he 
publislied x = 3 and x = 6 LFs by Steidel et a*l. (1999) and Bouwens et al. (2006), respectively. 
Tl-iesc are plotted in Figure 9. The x 3 LF is K-corrected t.o 1400 a and adapted to our 
cosrnologjr (h'l,(x = 3) = -20.9); it is based 011 identical assumptions as in our fiducial 
LF, with which it can thus be directly compared. The x = 6 LF is based on a. "cloning" 
algorithm, wliich is well bracketed by our two different. assuniptions for t,he dust extinct,ioii 
a,nd tlie hydrogen intergalact,ic absorpt,ion. 
The possible underdensity of the HUDF, and the associa,t,ed uncertainty in the faint- 
ciid slope of the x = 5 LF, is relevant in establishing the evolution of such faint-end througli 
thc coinparison with the z = 3 - S estimates. In part,iciilar, tlie upper panel of Figure 9 
sliows tliat the inclusion of the HUDF in the cornputation of the x = 5 L,BGs LF leads to a 
sllallosver faint-end slope than a t  z = 3; in contrast, the faint-end slope that sve derive using 
?;hc XICP12 field a.lone for the z = 5 LBGs is very similar to the one ineasured a t  t,llat later 
epocb. il siinilar result is found when the ST\/IC extinction law sand the Meilrsin intergalact,ic 
extinctioii relation are assumed, as shown in the lower panel of the figure. This result is 
thus robust also towards possible 'iiaria.tions of the dust. extinction properties t,lirough cosmic 
time. The possibility remains that the HUDF is, as nre discuss above, - 30% under-dense 
relat,ivc. to the NICP12 (and the mean); a renorinaliza.tion of the HUDF by such an amount 
voultl a.ctualljr lead to a slightly steeper faint-end slope a t  x = 5 than a t  ,z = 3. 
Ri~t,ller siinilar conclusions are dravil for the redshift evolution of the faint-end of t,he 
LF in t,he z = 5 to z = 6 redshift ~vindow. Inspecting both panels of Figure 9, our fiducial 
z = 5 faint-end slope is consistent.ly shallower t,ha.11 the x = fi estima,te, for b0t.h the HUDF 
: ~ n t l  t'llr: NICP12 field; the NICP12 field provides however, at z = 5: a siinilar fa.int,-end 
slope to  the one ineasured a t  x = 6  hen tlie S14C dust extinction law aiid tlie Meilrsiii 
iiitergalact,ic a.bsorption correction are adopted. A siiiiilar agreement, bebeen the x = 5 a,iid 
z = G fa,int-end slopes would also be obtained if the HUDF were renormalized t,o accouiit, 
fol. a -- 30% underdensity caused by cosmic mriance. Note that Bouxvens et al. (2006) did 
r-eiiorinalize the x = 6 H'CTDF number density, increasing it by about 32%, based on t,he 
co~nparison with the GOODS data. 
8.2. Comparison with Theoretical Predictions 
T4ie compare our observed x = 5 LBG LF with theoretical predictions from the GAL- 
FORM semi-analytical model (Cole et al. 2000), which calculates galaxy format,ioli ill the 
framemrorli of the CDM model of structure formation. It includes the assembly of dark iiiattcr 
halos by mergers, l~eat~ing and cooling of gas in halos, star formation from cold gas, feeclha.ck 
from supernovae and photoionizakion, galaxy mergers, and chemical evolution of sta.rs a.11~1 
gas. Star formation occurs in two modes: quiescent in disks, and starbursts .triggered hj- 
galaxy mergers. Gala,xy lumiilosities are calculated based on stellar population sj-ntl~esis. 
and include obscura.tsion by dust, which is calcula.ted self-consistentl~r by radiat,ive traiisfer 
using the GR.ASIL illode1 (Silva, et al. 1998; Granato et al. 2000). The .\rersion of the riiodei 
wllich xve use is t,llat described in Baugh et al. (2005) (see also Lacey et al. 2007~) .  and 
is based on the A-CDM cosmology, wit,h f10 = 0.3, h = Ho/(lOOknzs-"dpc) = 0.7, ai~ci 
o8 = 0.9. An importaiit diRerence of this model from the earlier Cole e t  al. (2000) llioclel 
is the much larger role of star formation bursts a t  high redshift. I11 the Eaugh et  ai. (2005) 
model, bursts are respoilsible for 30% of the total star formation when integra,ted owr all 
redshifts, compared ~vith around 5% in the Cole et al. model, and bursts domina,te the io.t.nl 
star formation rate density a.t x > 3. This difference in behax~iour reslllt,~ from (i) iiiodify~i~~g 
the quiescent st,ar forma.tion time-scale in galactic discs, in order to ma.lce mergers a.t liigl~ 
redshift more gas-rich; and (ii) a.llowing triggering of bursts by both minor and major lnerg- 
ers. The predic:t,ions of this model for LBGs at  different redshifts will be present,ed in full 
La.cey et al. (2007b), here me give only the results for x = 5. The predictions of t,liis sanlc: 
model for Lyaieinittii~g galaxies a t  similar redslziRs have already been given 1,y Lc Dellioi~ 
et al. (2006). 
The Initial i\4ass Funct,ion (Ih4F) has a large impact, oil the predicted z = 5 LF. TI?: 
t,herefore comput.ed the result,s for two different assumpt,ions, namely (1) a model iv1ier.e 
all! stars are produced wit11 n Kennicutt (1983) INIF, and (2) a model where yuic:scont 
star formation is described by a. I<ennicut,t IMF, but star formation in the merger-ind~rc~:c! 
st,arburst,s occurs with a "Top-Heavy'? (x = 0) IMF. The Kennicutk I14F has -2: = 0.4 for 
.in, < and x = 1.5 above this threshold; it, is therefore quite siini1a.r t.o a Salpeter (1953) 
IhfIF for rn > A&. An IA4F similar t,o the Ken~iicut~t IMF has been argued t,o l,et,r,t.r fit rlic 
observational dat,a. from our Galaxy and other spiral galaxies than a Salpeter Ih4F jc.g. Sc;tlo 
1998). At consta,nt stellar ina,ss, the far-UV (1000-3000A) luminosity for a Kenniciltt IhlF 
is wit,hin 10-20% of t,hat for a Salpeter IMF. The primary mot i~a t~ io i~  in Baugh et al. (2005) 
for introducing a top-heas?~r IMF in starbursts mas in order to explain the number of sr~i)-nlnl 
galaxies seen at lligh redshift - with a normal IMF, t,he predicted izliinber counts of fi~,iilt, 
sub-mm galaxies were too losv by inore than an order of magnitude. Ho~vever, a, ~ , o ~ I - ~ ~ P ~ A Y Y  
IMF in st,a-rbursts is also motivated bjr theoretical calculations (e.g. Larson 1998). i ~ l~ i c : l i  
suggrqt that, under the co~~ditions that exist in starbursts, the IhIF could be biased towards 
irlni-e massive stars relative to quiescent star formation. 
Figure 10 sho~vs the rest-frame 1500.A LF at  x = 5 predicted by the semi-analytical 
inodels (Lacey et al. 2007b), compared to our mea,surements. The error bars on the tlleoret- 
icai curves sllom bootstrap estimates of the uncertainty due t,o the finite number of galaxies 
in rhe simula,ted samples; tile numerical runs are very CPU intensive, and it is t,lius currently 
iizipractical t o  greatly reduce these error bars by increasing the sample size. The dotted bla.ck 
illid blue lines in the figure sl~ow, for the simple-I<ennicutt aiid Kennicutt+Top-Heavy IMFs, 
respec.tively, the predicted LFs without dust obscura,tion. These substantially osrerpredict. 
tile number density of x = 5 LBGs over the whole luminosity range sampled by the data, 
hnt  this is not surprising, since the average dust extinctions of star-forming gala,xies in the 
fx-UV at  high redsliift are thouglit to be quit,e large. 
The solid black and blue lines are the simple-Kennicutt and Kel~l~icutt+Top-Hea~y 
ILlFs models including the effects of dust extinction. At t l ~ e  bright-end of the x = 5 LF, 
tile sirnple-Kennicutt model with dust extinction subst,alltially underestiinat,e the number 
density of bright (L"duv < -19) x = 5 LBGs. The Kennicutt+TopHeay IMF model is 
niuch closer to  the obser~~~atiol1a.1 data. Although this latter model still appears some what^ 
ion. compared to the obser\iations, this could be explaiiied by relatively small errors in the 
dust extinction, to which the model predictions axe quit,e sensiti~re. Resolving this issue may 
reciuire better obser~iational e~t~ilnates of the dust extirictions in LBGs. Anot,lier possibility 
~vo~ild be t , l~at  either the fraction of mass produced in bursts or t,he fractioii of high mass 
stjars ill the bursts is even higller t11a.n in our ToyHeasry IMF model. 
T l ~ e  Iiennicutt+Top-Hemy IMF model also a,ppears to give aa some?nrhat better fit tJo 
t,lle faint elid of the observed x = 5 LF tlla,n D11e sin1plt:-Kennicutt model, altthough the 
differiince between the two models a t  tlie faint end is only sligl~t~ly larger than the scatter 
in om estimat,e due to  completeiless correct,ions, input p11ysicaJ parameters, a.nd possibly 
c:osinic va,riance. 
9. Summary and Concluding Remarks 
T T B  have presented the UDF05 project, a follow-up of the HUDF aimed a t  increasing tlie 
,xre,l of the HUDF and securing two more fields with ultra deep ACS and NICMOS imaging. 
111 this first paper we use tlie UDF05 t,o estimate the x 5 Lunlinosity Funct,ion. of 
Lyiiiail-Break Galaxies down to very faint absolute ~na,gnitudes. Specifically, we use the 
NICP12 ACS field of the UDF05, and the ACS HUDF for a comparison, to ext,end t,he 
measureinelit of the LF of star forming galaxies a.t a = 5 down to  AJIQoo = -1'7.1. This 
allows us to constrain the faint-end slope of the x = 5 LF very a.ccurately to a -1.6. 
Attention was pa.id to  correct the raw number counts for selection biases and pliotoinetric: 
errors, and to estimate the impact, on the LF of different assumptions for the properties of 
t,he a = 5 LEG population. We find that different assulnptions about t,he LBG galaxy 
population and intergalactic absorption result in an uncerta,inty in the density of LEGS ; ~ t  
z = 5 of about 25%. 
Under similar pliysical assumptions, the HUDF is underdense in 2 = 5 LEGS by about 
30% wit11 respect to the NICP12 field, a variation which call be accounted for by t,he expected 
aniount of cosmic variance in the pencil-beam volumes that we have probed. 
T47hei1 added to studies of the faint-end of the LF a t  lower a.nd higller redsllifts, oilr 
results substaiitiat,e a picture in xvliich, once cosmic: variance is taliell into account, t'lle fa.int,- 
end of the LF of LEGS remains constaut t,hrough the entire redshift a = 3 t,o G cosmic 
period, during ~~:llich hoxvevei- the bright Lyman-break galaxy population sho-il:s a significa,ilt 
evolution. This is in contrast to t,lie results of Iwa,t,a et al. (2007), who find only an evolutioil 
in the failit-end. We note ho~vexrer that, as argued by O~lchi et al. (2004), the selectioll 
 rindom om: of Inrata et al. (2007) is rather broad, and might therefore be affected 12)- 1o-c.i-(:I- 
redsliift interlopers; this m:ould lead to an o~~erestii~iat~ion of the briglit-end. Also, o ~ i r  c.srrlt,s 
are based on da,ta wllicli eext3ends about 3 1na.gnitudes fainter than the Iwata ct, 21. (2007) 
saniple. 
The comparison of our data to tl~eoret~ical predict.ions suggests that the iiia,jority of stars 
of x = 5 LEGS are born with a Top-Heavy II\/IF in merger-driven st,arbursts. Still? the l~r igl~t  
end of t,he LF is ui~derpredict~ed by our Top-Heavg~ IMF model, mrhicl~ could be accoill-it,ed 
for with a variation in the dust extinction correction. Honrct~~er, a t face ~ralue, a physical 
interpretation for the discrepancy a t  the bright end cannot be excluded, i.e. it is possiijle 
that t,he fraction of stellar mass produced in starbursts or the fract'ion of high ma.ss star.; in 
the bursts is increasing t>owards the bright end of the LF. 
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A. Comparison with Published s = 5 LBGs Luminosity Functions 
A.1. The Subaru Deep Field 
Ground-based Subaru observations have been used to  derive the z 5 LF of LBGs 
(Itvata et al. 2003; Ouchi et al. 2004; Yoshida et al. 2006). In particular, yoshida et al. 
(2006) extended the analysis of Ouchi et al. (2004) 011 the SDF with observations that  reached 
0.: mag fainter and were wider in area by a factor of 1.5. As both authors adopt.ed very 
similar techniques and t,heir number count,s of s 5 galaxies are in very good agreement, 
we focus on t,he results by Yoshida et al. (2006) only. Using the cornbination of Subaru 
I,', R, il, z' filters, these authors defined two samples of x N 5 LBGs, nrlzose reliability was 
tested with spectroscopic data. TVe can directly compare wit,h their Rilz' analysis, as this 
filter combination is sensitive to a very siinilar redshift window ( z  = 4.5 - 5.4) as our dat,a. 
Follo-cving a. procedure similar to the one adopted in this paper, Yoshida et al. (2006) 
estimat,ed the selection probability and completeness by adding artificial gala,xies to  t,he orig- 
inal images; they did not correct. their samples for photonletric errors a,s we do, but estimated 
the number of expected low-x interlopers by simulating galuies with colors a~cording t,o a, 
phot,o-x7 catalog froin the Hubble Deep Field North (TiSiilliams et al. 1996). 
The best-fit,ting LF derived by Yoshida. et al. (2006) is listed in Table 4 (only Vilz' 
sampie, for t,he ca.ses of keeping all LF parameters free and of fixing the faint-end slope to 
tlicir z N 4 result). In both cases the faint-end slopes are Very st,eep, i.e., significantly steeper 
rhan trhe one that  me measure from our 3-magnitudes deeper data. This llighlights the need 
for very deep imaging surveys to study the coiitrihutio~l to galaxy assembly a t  high redshifts 
1)y g;i,laotic systems well below the few bright percent of the star forniing populat,ion a t  those 
epochs. 
A.2. A Previous Analysis of the Hubble Ultra Deep Field 
Bcckwith et al. (2006) present the first attempt to  derive the R435- to i775-drop~llt, 
LFs in the HUDF. Their approacll is very different from ours, as they did not correct for 
obse~va~tional biases on the selection of dropout sources. Inst,ead, they assumed that these 
1,ia.ses affect all dropout samples equally, and base on this assumption their study of the 
evolution of the LBGs LF in the z = 4 - 7 redshift window. They extract an i-i75-selected 
ssillple from the GOODS v l  data to constrain the bright-end of t,he LF, and derive the 
follo~ving best fit parameters: 4, = 0.001 ~pc-%mag-', M,(1400 A) = -20.5, a. = -1.6 
(fixed). 
Figure 11 s l~o~vs our fiducial z = 5 LF in comparison with the estimate of Beckn~it~h et 
al. The t,wo LFs are in good agreement, except for one datapoint a t  A/( = -18.2. This is a 
very interesting result,, as it suggests that the several effects, which we have correct,ed for ill 
our analysis, likely cancel out, thereby validating the Beckwit,h et al. (2006) assumption: a i  
least, for t.he z = 5 LBG populakion. In a future pa.per (Oesch et al. 2007, in pre].,nua.t,iosi) 
we discuss vr:l~et,l~er a similar coilclusion can be drasvn a t  x = 6. 
B. Simulations: Details 
B. 1. Idealized-Galaxies Simulations 
Two different types of light profiles were considered for the ideal-galaxies simulat~ioiis, 
namely a11 expoizential a.nd a deVaucouleur profile. These distributio~ls are expected t80 moue 
or less bracliet the n:hole range of galact,ic light profiles. Specifically, the surface brightness 
distribution of disk galaxies was approxima.ted by: 
nrliere n a11d b are tile major and minor axes lengths, the inclina,tion angle i is givt.11 hy 
b cos(i) = ;, and LtOl is the extrapolated total galaxy light. The coordinates x ancl y are 
measured from the centre of the galaxy. The disk was assumed to be infinitely t,l-rin: wl-iich 
~vould lead to unrealistic shapes for edge-on systems. To avoid this uripliysical si t~~atici i~,  
gala,xy shapes were simulated with iilclinatioiis up to a maximum of SO0. To retain a fiat 
ciist,rib~lt~ion. f inclinatjoi~s in t,he ent,ire 0" to  90° range, iizclinations > 80°, dratvii ii-cim i i , i l  
assumed fiat distribution, were set equal to SO". 
The deVaucouleur profile adopted to ~iinu1a~t.e spheroidal-type galaxies reads: 
mrith r t.he ra.dial dist,ailce a,s measured from the centre of the galaxy, a.nd Lt,,, tile 
ext,ra.polated total galaxy light. Spherical symmetry was assumed for the deVtucoleurs 
galaxies. The ~"l"-~rofile is very steep at small radii, and thus these types of galaxies ;>,rc 
dctected do~vil to a faiilt,er lii~iitiizg magnitude x~itll respect to disk galaxies. The t,ot,al light 
is llo~vever distribut.ed over a, more extended region- and therefore, the amouizt of f111s losl- 
in the low-surface brigllt,i~ess wings is larger - than for a,ii exponential profile. 
The idealized galaxies were convolved with tlze ACS PSF before being added to the 
NICPl2 and HUDF images. The PSF was derived from a relatively bright but unsaturilOed 
stsar in the field. Tests with a PSF produced with TinyTini, do~vngra.ded to the measured 
FTVMhI of the observed PSF, were also performed, and produced similar results. Poisson 
noise from the galaxy counts was not added to the simulated galaxies, since a,t t.he faint, 
magilitudes of this study the sky background is the dominant source of Poisson noise. Tests 
were iioizetheless performed, w11ich coilfirmed t,hat the galaxy shot noise had no impact oil 
t,lie reslilt,~. 
i3.2. Dimmed-Galaxies Simulations 
Tlhe idealized-galaxies simulations allow us t,o relake the intrinsic propert,ies of galaxies 
t,o how these would be observed wit,h our il~struinental set,up. They suffer lzo~~rever f oni 
the 1i.mitation of assumiizg perfectly smooth light distributions, as described by the adopted 
siialyt~ical descriptions. This is clearly not the case for real ga,laxies a,t any epoch, and 
cer t  aiiily ' , not for the U\f light emerging from the star fornzing z - 5 galaxy population. 
1x1 order to hasre a. benchmark to gauge the illcompleteness i11 our samples on tlze basis 
of iiiore rea,listic assumptions concerning the galaxy light distribut,ions, stre performed an 
additiolial set of simula;tions, ent.irely based oil the galaxies that were detected in the NICP12 
illlcl WUDF fields. Specifically, sve dimmed the ACS ima.ges specific a,mounts, added 
tlicse dimmed images to the corresponding origiiial frames. Offsets of a few pixels were 
jiitroduced before co-adding the dimmed and original images. I11 order to inaiiztaiiz tlie S/N 
rat,io properties of the original data, the co-added images were a,ppropria,t,ely resealed. h,lore 
specifically: 
1. -4 copy of the original image was divided by a factor .f; 
2. This j-sca.led version of tlze data was shifted by a. few pixels relative to t,lie original 
parent frilrne and added to the latter; 
3. Tlie resulting coinposite image was divided by , t.o retain the noise prop- 
erties of the original image; 
3. The rms map of this final "dimmed image" was obtained from the rms map of the 
original image by computing: 
+?hin / f 2  + .?+ 
rms = m 
The procedure leads to a11 effective dinlming factor for the galaxies' fluxes of 7zd5, = 
d m .  We performed four separate experiments with four different shifts and dimming 
factors n d i ,  = f i , 2,4,6. Thie used these "dimmed-galaxies" simulations to qua.nt,ifj; in aa i11- 
dependent and complementar~~ way relative to the "idealized-galaxies" simulations discr~ssed 
above, the completeness of our catalogs, as well as the sca,tt,er in n~easlired ma,gnitlides a.nd 
colors, a.s a function of galaxy luminosity. 
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Fig. I .- The planned UDF05 fields relative to the original HUDF ACS and NICIZIOS- 
l ~ ~ r a l l e l  pointings. The larger and smaller squares correspond tlo the ACS and NICMOS 
~)oint,irigs, respectively. The V-dropout study t1ia.t sve present. in this paper is based on the 
'ITIF05 ACS observations covering the NICP12 field, and the HUDF. Due t,o tjhe tnro-gyro 
operat,ion of the HST, the UDF05 adds a new deep-imaging NICMOS field to t'he original 
EILYDF pointings (NICP5) . 
Fig. 2.- Synt,het.ic SED of a stjarbursting galaxy at x = 5 with ~ 8 5 0  = 25.5 ma,g. Tllc optical 
passbalids used for the UDF05 progralii are o~rerplotted. Tlle t~ert,ical dashed limes indi<:atc 
the Lyn! edge at red shift,^ 4.5, 5 and 5.5, respectively. 
V 
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i-z 
i 3.- Evolution.ary tracks of different types of galaxies, aiid 1oc;ation of the st.ellar 
secjueilce, in tlle V606 - z~~~ versus - z850 color-color diagram. The tracks are con- 
s~,ructc.d 11sing the Bruzual 8; Charlot, (2003) population syntllesis models. The thick bla.ck 
iiiie corresponds to the adopted selection (Eq. 1 - 3 ) .  The thin solid lines show the 
tracks of 200 kfyr old, continuously star-forming galasies a t  z = 4 with E(B - V) = 
O ( l~lue),  0.15 (green),0.3 (red) for a Calzetti et  al. (2000) dust extinction rela,tion. Lower 
rcdsliift gala,xy types are plotted 1vit.h dotted, dash-dotted and dashed lines (z = 0 - 4): cor- 
respo~~ding to local irregulars, Sbc spirals, and a single stellar populattion with an age of 3.5 
Gyr, respectively. The latter was chosen because it corresponds t,o a maximally old stellar 
population at  z -- 1.5, the redshift at wl~ich single-burst early-type galaxies contaminat,e the 
selection. The small crosses correspond to t.he 131 Ga1a.ct.i~ st,a,rs from the Picltles (1998) 
libra,rp. 
Fig. 4.- The predicted redslnift dist,ribut,iolz for lf606-dropo~lt -dropouts as derived assumii-1~ 
a non-evol~iizg LF a,nd synt,hetic SEDs (see text). The total inOerloper fraction is e~t~iinit.t'e4~ to 
be 23% and is griillarily contributed by very reddeiied galaxies with eit,lier st,ro~lg c:missioii 
lines or an old stellar populafion component. The inset panel zoollzs over t,he prin.1a.v;- 
~ d s l ~ i f t  range of interest. The non-uniform distributioll of the liistograllz highlight~s fact 
t1ia;t different SEDs are respoilsible for t,he signal in different redshift illtk3r~i~ls. 
Fig. 5.-- Estimated detection completeness over the range of interest in t2he two fields as a 
h~ilction of observed magnitude from t,he idea,lized-galnnxies (solid line) and dimmed-galaxies 
(claslicd line) sirnu1a;tioiis. The completeness does not reach 100% even s t  the brightest. 
iiiagi~itudes; t,his is due to blending of sources by the SExtract,or algorithm. 
Fig. 6.- Top - The NICP12 selection probabilities for the different, assumpt,ions oi l  tlic 
SED distributions and intergalactic llydrogell absorption discussed in the text,, for tlie case 
of a bright (25 - 25.5, blue lines) and fa,iizt (28 - 28.5, red lines) magnitude bin. Tlic- solici 
(dot-dashed) and dashed (dotted) lines refer to the starburst (Sh4C) dust extinction relat,ioii, 
assuining the intergalactic liydrogen absorptjioii prescripOion of I\/Iadau (1995) and 3lcil;sin 
(2006), respecti~rely. Bottom - The sa.me for the HUDF. 
Fig. Total V,R LF obtained coi~ibiiliiig the NICP12 aiid HUDF data (this work) n:ith 
the SDF LF (Yosllida et al. 2006, Rifzf-sample). Red squares and blue circles correspond to 
chc NICP12 a,nd HUDF LFs respectively. Green crosses are the Vee-LF by Yoshida et, 
nl. (2006). The errorbars indicate Poissonia,i~ errors only. Tlie solid line s11on.s t,he hest*-fit 
Sclic~cl~t,er fuiictioil to  the total LF (see text and Table 4). 
Fig. 8.- Probability di~tribut~ion of the IT- dropout,^ number coui~t~s iin one ACS ficltl jt,op) 
and in the two HUDF -/- NICPIC12 fields (bott,oni), accordinglj~ t,o different halo occ:~pation 
distribut,ion models. Black line: one galaxy per halo, 7 = 0.5; red line: one ga.laxy 11" Iinlo 
71 = I ;  blue line: HOD model with A,fl = 5 . 10" ll.fa/h and 77 = 1. 
Fig. 9.-- E~:olutiol~ of the rest-frame 1400 -4 LBG LF in the redshift range x - 3 - 6. 
Top linne6: The LFs assume the st.arburst dust extinct-ion relat,ion and the intergalactic 
i~bsorpt,ion prescriptioll of Madau (1995). Our fiducial x = 5 LF is represented by tlze black 
circles (NICP12 data.) and the blaaclr squares (HUDF da8tta), plus tlze black crosses, n:hich 
represent the z = 5 SDF LF of 170shitla et al. (2006). In blue me show the z - 6 LF of 
(Boun~ens et al. 2006), and in red the x N 3 LF of (Steidel et al. 1999). Solid and dotted 
lilies are used to indicate t,he magnitude baseline over which the LF were ~lieasured and 
c:xt,rapolated, re~pect~i~ely.  Bottom p a d  A similar plot as above, in the assulnptioil of 
a. ShlC dust extinction law and a Meiksin (2006) interga1act.i~ absorption correctioi~. The 
l)aruri~t?t,ers for t,he LFs are listed in Table 4. 
Fig. lo.-- Coinparison of our fiducial x = 5 LF (red solid line: fit to tlie NICP12, HUDF 
and SDF da,ta; red circles: NICP12 data; red diamonds: HUDF da.t,a; black crosscs: SDF 
datta,) with tlie prediction of Lacey et al. (2007). The simple-Kennicutt and Kennicurt+Tc)~)- 
Heavy IMF models are shov:n in black and blue, respecti.irely; dotted amlid solid lines inCiicat~c 
uliobscured and dust-extincted models. 
Fig. 11.- Comparison of our LF to tohe published HUDF LF by Bec1~1~:itli et al. (2006). Our 
best fit to the colnbination of tlie HUDF da.ta (red diamonds): NICP12 data (black squares), 
and t>lle SDF da,ta. (blue crosses) is shown as a. black line, and the estimates of Ec-:ckmrit,h et al. 
are sl;o.cr:n in green (symbols and line for the measureme~it~s a.nd best fit Schechter f~~nct~ion,  
Table 1. Properties of tJ1e UDF05 and HUDF Obser~iat,ions 
Field Filter HST Orbits Exposure Time [s] log-magnitudea [AE] 
HUDF B43i 56 134'900 29.35 
HUDF Vbob 56 135'300 29.81 
HUDF i775 144 347'100 29.43 
HUDF xgjo 144 346'600 28.73 
awit,liin an aperture of (Y.!15 radius 
'70 planned; one lost due to loss of lock 
Table 2. Number of detected LBGs a.nd corrections in the two fields 
HUDF 
'The coluniils list, respectively, msao: central bin ~zlagni- 
tude; L ~ T , , ~ , ~ ~ ~ :  uncorrected nunlber of color-selected LBG sources; 
A$ootstrap: sources aft,er' bootstrapping; ,fi,,L: expected interloper 
fraction due to photomet,ric errors in\r,,.,e,ted: final corrected pio6- 
dropout sources; CIdealized: con~pleteiiess derived from the idealized 
galaxies simula,tions; CDimmed: complet,eliess derived from tlie dim- 
ming simulations 
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